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Before we offer salah we must make sure that our body and clothes are Elean and,
pure, Cleanliness' of body and clothes is called TAHARAH or purification. The body or
clothes may look clean but jf there are traces of urine or excrement on them, which
may not be visible, then these clothes are not clean. These can become clean when
washed properly with water. Similarly our body can become unclean jf there are traces
of urine or excrement on any part of the body. We must be very careful when we go
to toilet and should not let urine or excrement soil our clothes or body. After the
urination etc we must clean our private parts and hands properly with water. While
cleaning our private parts we should pour water with right hand and wash with left
hand.

We should use our right hand to do most of the things, for example: We should eat or
drink with right hand. We should greet other Muslims by shaking right hand and
saying Assalamu A/aikum. While reading the Quran or any other book we should use
right hand to turn pages and keep track of lines with the finger of right hand.

If our body becomes unclean then to clean the body. we can wash the whole body
with clean and pure water, as we take a bath. The full wash is called GHUSL. The full
wash of the body or Ghusl isjust like taking a bath but it should be performed in a
particular way. First make Niyah (intention) that you are having a Ghusl to clean and
purify your body. Wash your hands up to wrists three times. Then wash and clean
properly your private parts with water using left hand. Make Wudu and finally wash all
parts of your body including hair. Pour water three times over your body to wash
away any soap.

And we can have a part wash, that is, to wash hands, face, feet etc as we do in
ablutions or WUDU.

WUDU: (Ablution) (

Before we can begin to say SALAH. we must prepare ourselves properly. This
preparation includes, first of all, making sure that clothes and body are clean. Then we
perform WUDU (ablutions) which is essential for performing salah. We cannot perform
salah without first making WUDU. The steps to make a WUDU are:

I. Make NIYYAH (intention) saying:
"BISMILLAHIR REHMAN IRRAHEEM."
(in the name of Allah the most Kind,
the most Merciful.

Then say: I intend to make WUDU
for salah. Then wash both hands up
to the wrists three times making sure
that parts between .the fingers and
back of hands are also properly
clean.

2. Put a handful of water, with your
right hand, into the mouth and
rinse it thoroughly. Repeat this three
times.



3. Put water into the nostrils with your
right hand to clean them and then
wash the tip of the nose, three
times.

4. Wash your face three times from
right ear to left ear and from
forehead to throat.

5. Wash thoroughly right arm first and
then left arm from wrist up to
elbow. three times.

3. Put water into nostrils

4. Wash face

3. Wash tip of nose

4. Wash from forehead to throat

6. To back of neck 6. Rub wet fingers into groves
and holes of ears

6. Then move the palms of the wet
hands. starting from the top of the
forehead to the back and pass both
hands over the back of the head to
the neck. Next, rub wet fingers into
the grooves and holes of both .ears
and also pass the wet thumbs
behind the ears.

7. Finally wash both feet up to the
ankles starting with right foot,
making sure that the parts between
the toes are also properly and
thoroughly clean. Wash your hands
finally and then wipe dry with a
towel.

5 Wash nght arm and ieft arm

6. Move palm of wet hands 6. To the back of head
starting from forehead

7. Wash right foot and left foot



8. After finishing WUDU say:

Ash hadu anla ilaha iIIal
lahu wahdahu la
sharikalahu wa ash hadu
anna Muhammadan
abduhu wa rasu/uhu.

I bear witness that there
is no god but Allah and
He is One and has no
partner and I bear witness
that Muhammad is His
servant and messenger.

Fresh WUDU is needed when one of the following happens:

a) Natural discharge of urine. stools, Wind and the like.

b) Flow of blood or pus and the like from any part of the body.

c) Full mouth vomitting.

dJ Falling asleep.

TAYAMMUM (Dry Ablutions)

It is allowed to perform Dry Ablutions or Tayammum:
When water is not available.

OR - somebody is sick and cannot use water.
OR - use of water is harmful.

In such casesyou can perform WUDU without water in the following way:

1. Place your hands on clean earth, sand, stone or any other object.

2. Blow the dust off the hands and wipe the face with them once, in the same way
as is normally done to WUDU.·

3. Place your hands again on clean earth, sar]d, stone or any other object again,
blow off the dust and wipe the right arm up to elbow with the left hand.

4. And then repeat the same process for your left arm with your right hand. This
completes the TAYAMMUM and now you can perform salah.

ADHAN (Call to prayer)

It is strongly recommended that wherever possible Muslims should offer the compulsory
(fard) prayers in the mosque. To call Muslims to prayer Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace
be upon him, introduced the system of ADHAN.

The person who calls the ADHAN is called MUI\.ZZIN (caller). While calling to prayer.
he stands in the minaret or in the courtyard of the moque, facing QIBLAH. He raises
his hands to ears and calls out loudly the following:-------,-----------~--_._-----~._---
A

Allahu Akbar
Allah is the
Greatest

Allahu Akbar
Allah is the
Greatest

Allahu Akbar
Allah is the
Greatest

Allahu Akbar
Allah is the
Greatest.

Ashhadu an la ilaha illallah
I bear witness that there is no god
but Allah

Ashhadu an la ilaha illallah
r bear witness that there is no god
but Allah.



Hayya ala1falah
come to success

Hayya alas salah
come to prayer
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Ashhadu Anna Muhammadar
rasulullah

I bear witness that Muhammad is
Allah's messenger.
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Hayya alas salah
come to prayer
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Hayya alal falah
come to success

([~~~~)
Allahu Akbar
Allah is the Greatest

Allahu Akbar
Allah is the Greatest

((1~i~~~]~~~~t~)
Ashhadu Anna Muhammadar
rasulullah

I bear witness that Muhammad is
Allah's messenger
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La ifaha illallah
There is no god but Allah

During the Adhan for Fajr Salah, the following is added after 'Hayya alal falah':

~~T;~f~~:~Y~~~_.~,-_.,.----~--
Assalatu khairum minan naum
Salah is better than sleep

Assalatu khairum minan naum
Salah is better than sleep

Du'a after Adhan

All those who hear the Adhan should say the following Du'a:

Allahumma rabba hadhihid
da'watit tammah, wassala
til qa'imah

ati Muhammadanil
wasilata wal fadilata

wad darajatar rafi'ah

wab'athhu maqamum
mahmuda nilladhi wa'ad
tahu

warzuqna shafa'atahu
yawmal qiamah

innaka la tukhliful mi'iad .

o Allah, lord of this
complete call and prayer
of ours

grant Muhammad the
intercession, most favoured

and excellent position

" and raise him to

~1praiseworthy place that
11 You have promised himI'
~:i!

,1 and bestow upon us his
j intercession on the Day of

:~ Judgement

'ij for You do not fail in

. promise. /¥



IOAMAH·

Iqamah is another call to prayer which is said inside the mosque, just before the actual
start of salah. When the Muslims stand in rows, the Mua'zzin calls Iqamah which is

exactly like Adhan, with the following words added after 'Hayya alal flalh':

Oad qamatis salah
The prayer has begun

Aqama is said in a lower voice than Adhan.

KINDS OF SALAH
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Oad qamatis salah
The prayer has begun

A Muslim must pray five times a day. It is necessary to know the names, times, and
various kinds of salah; each salah is made up of units called a Rakah. Salah is made up
of Fard Rakahs,Sunnah Rakahs, Nafl Rakahs and Witr Rakahs.

RAKAHS OF SALAHS

(UNITS OF PRAYERS)

ZUHR

4 Sunnah

4 Fard

2 Sunnah

~j . I - I 2 NafJ
,.

f'
f

i~ FARD SALAH

ASR

4 Sunnah (optional!

4 Fard

~1

;1

.1

Fard salah is compulsory and must always be performed and never be missed. The fard
salah are indicated in the above chart

WAJIB SAlAH

1\ These salah must also be performed and they come next in importance to Fard. Slatul

Witr and salatul Eid are examples of waJib salah. /;'



SUNNAH SALAH

These are the salah which the Holy Prophet. peace be upon him. performed or
approved their performance. There are two' types of sunnah salah:

Sunnah Mu'akkadah:
Which the Holy Prophet always performed and never missed, like, two rakahs
before the fard of Fajr safah and four rakahs before the fard of Zuhr salah.

ii Sunnah Ghair Mu'akkadah:
These are the rakahs which our Holy Prophet performed occasionally, like. four
rakahs before fard of Asr salah and four rakahs before Isha salah.

NAFL SALAH

Muslims also pray additional salah other than Fard and Sunnah. These are called Nafl
salah and are optional. These are performed for more reward.

ESSENTIALS OF SALAH

As already explained clean body and clothes are necessary for performing salah. Also
one must perform the Wudu. In addition, the Muslim must be careful to perform the
foHowing to perfect the salah:

aJ NIYYAH:

Making intention for salah either verbally or in mind. It can be done by saying:

fiJ For Fard Prayers:

(iiJ for Sunnah, Witr and Nafl Prayers:

I intend to say

I intend to say

rakah

of

sa/a tu/

rakah

of

sa/atul

for Allah

faCing Kaabah.

for Allah

k1Cing Ka'abah

/7



bJ FACING OIBLAH:

Ka'abah is the sacred centre of Islam. It is a great cubic
structure building. This House of Allah, as it is generally called, is situated in
Makkah, Saudi Arabia. All Muslims, while saying salah must face towards this
House of Allah.

cl TAKBIRATUT TAHRIM:

Saying i'\/Iahu Akbar' to begin salah.

dl OIYAM:

Standing upright.

e) OIRAH:

Recitation of 'Sura AI-Fatihah' and some other verses from the Holy Ouran.

fl RUKU':

To bow down in a way so that upper part of body forms a right angle with the
legs with hands holding knees.

g) SUJUD:

Prostrating in such a way that both palms of hands, the forehead, the tip of nose,
knees and toes of feet touch the ground. There must be enough space between
the arms, chest legs and belly so that they do not touch each other and remain
apart. For each rakah, one has to prostrate twice each rakah.

h) AL-AU'UDUL AKHIR:

Sitting down in a way that right foot is upright on toes and left foot in a reclining
position under the buttocks. This is dO(1eat the end of two rakah salah

-OR-
after second rakah and third rakah if it is three rakah salah

-OR-
after second rakah and fourth rakah if it ;s four rakah salah.

;1 SALAAM:

When a particular salah is completed the head is turned first to the right saying
'Assalamu Alaikum wa-Rahmatu/lah' and then to the left repeating i'\ssalamu
Alaikum wa-Rahmatullah'.
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